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Abstract— In imitation learning from observation (IfO), a
learning agent seeks to imitate a demonstrating agent using
only observations of the demonstrated behavior without access
to the control signals generated by the demonstrator. Recent
methods based on adversarial imitation learning have led to
state-of-the-art performance on IfO problems, but they typically
suffer from high sample complexity due to a reliance on datainefficient, model-free reinforcement learning algorithms. This
issue makes them impractical to deploy in real-world settings,
where gathering samples can incur high costs in terms of
time, energy, and risk. In this work, we hypothesize that we
can incorporate ideas from model-based reinforcement learning
with adversarial methods for IfO in order to increase the data
efficiency of these methods without sacrificing performance.
Specifically, we consider time-varying linear Gaussian policies,
and propose a method that integrates the linear-quadratic
regulator with path integral policy improvement into an existing
adversarial IfO framework. The result is a more data-efficient
IfO algorithm with better performance, which we show empirically in four simulation domains: using far fewer interactions
with the environment, the proposed method exhibits similar or
better performance than the existing technique.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Reinforcement learning (RL) [1], [2], [3] is a machine
learning paradigm that makes it possible for artificial, autonomous agents to learn tasks using their own experience.
Broadly speaking, RL agents repeatedly observe the state
of the environment they inhabit, perform an action within
that environment, and receive feedback based on the utility
of taking that action with respect to a particular task that
they are trying to perform. Agents learn how to successfully
perform tasks by modifying their action-selection policy so
as to induce behavior that optimizes the expected cumulative feedback they receive. While RL methods have led to
artificial agents successfully learning to perform all kinds
of tasks, the problem of designing good feedback, or cost,
functions is still one that must be solved by humans, and
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Fig. 1. A block diagram representing the learning flow of DEALIO. A
time-varying Gaussian controller p(a|s) is initialized and used to collect
trajectories {τ i } which are then used to fit a linear Gaussian dynamics
model P (s0 |s, a). The collected data {τ i } is also used with the demonstration data De to train a discriminator Dθ which is a composition function
of a quadratic function h(., st , st+1 ) and a neural network gθ (st , st+1 ).
The discriminator Dθ and the dynamics model P (s0 |s, a) are then used to
extract the cost function c(s, a) which is then used to update the controller
p(a|s).

doing so is difficult since it typically requires a great deal of
domain knowledge.
The paradigm of imitation learning (IL) [4], [2], [5], on
the other hand, sidesteps the cost function design problem
by instead using demonstrations of the desired behavior in
order to guide the machine learning process. Demonstrating tasks is often much easier for humans compared to
designing a function that can provide detailed feedback to
the agent in arbitrary situations. In traditional IL, however,
the demonstration data must include information about both
the states and actions experienced by the demonstrator.
The requirement of actions in particular prevents the agent
from being able to learn from cheaper, passive resources
such as YouTube videos, which typically contain only state
information in the form of observations of the demonstrator.
To remove the need for action information, the research
community has recently given a great deal of attention to the
related paradigm of imitation learning from observation (IfO)
[6], [7], which considers explicitly the case where artificial
agents seek to learn behaviors from demonstrations consisting only of state information. One class of algorithms that has
achieved state-of-the-art performance on IfO problems relies
on techniques from adversarial learning [8], [9], [10]. For

example, generative adversarial imitation from observation
(GAIfO) [9], [11] uses adversarial learning to bring the
state-transition distribution of the imitator closer to that of
the demonstrator. As with other adversarial IfO approaches,
GAIfO relies on a model-free RL algorithm as part of the
learning process, in which the goal is to learn a policy directly from samples without forming or leveraging any intermediate representations of the environment or cost function.
These model-free techniques typically exhibit extremely high
sample complexity, which can prove problematic in realworld settings in which each sample required for learning
incurs a high cost in terms of time, energy, and/or risk.
One classical way in which the RL community has dealt
with poor sample efficiency is through the use of modelbased RL. Unlike model-free techniques, model-based RL algorithms make assumptions about the environment dynamics
such as it being linear or differentiable. and learn a model
of the dynamics during the learning process. Model-free
RL algorithms are known to perform well at the cost of data
inefficiency [12], [13], i.e., the final learned policy is able
to perform close to optimality, but learning it requires many
interactions with the environment. On the other hand, modelbased algorithms are known to be sample-efficient, but, since
they rely on assumptions to build models, they typically
result in sub-optimal policies, especially in environments
that exhibit complex dynamics [14]. Some RL algorithms
have been proposed to take advantage of the benefits of
both model-based and model-free algorithms. One approach
of this kind is PILQR [15] which has been shown both
to achieve impressive task performance and to be sampleefficient enough to be deployed on physical robots.
In this paper, we propose to address sample inefficiency in
adversarial IfO algorithms by integrating ideas from modelbased RL. In particular, we propose to integrate the sampleefficient RL updates from PILQR with the high-performing
GAIfO algorithm for IfO. The resulting algorithm, DataEfficient Adversarial Learning for Imitation from Observation (DEALIO), is able to learn a time-varying linear Gaussian controller that can imitate a demonstrator using stateonly demonstrations of a behavior. We evaluate DEALIO in
several simulation domains and compare it with GAIfO.
Our results show that DEALIO can achieve good imitation
performance using far fewer environment interactions during
learning. Moreover, in some cases, DEALIO is even able to
outperform GAIfO.1
II. R ELATED W ORK
We now review related work in the areas of sampleefficient reinforcement learning and imitation learning from
observation.
A. Reinforcement Learning
Broadly speaking, reinforcement learning algorithms can
be categorized as model-based or model-free. Model-free
1 An

earlier version of this work was presented in ICML Workshop on
Imitation, Intent, and Interaction (I3) [16]. This paper however, is drastically
different both in the design of the proposed algorithm and the experiments.

algorithms are known for their ability to handle complex
dynamics [12], [13], while model-based algorithm are known
for their data efficiency [14], [17], [15]. With the goal of
trying to reap the advantages of both techniques, many
algorithms have been proposed that seek to combine the
advantages of each [18], [19]. The particular work that
DEALIO is most related to is PILQR which combines
path integral policy improvement (PI2 ) [20] and the linearquadratic regulator (LQR) [17].
DEALIO is similar to the work mentioned above in that it
is intended to learn high quality policies with small number
of interactions with the environment. However, it is different
in that the methods mentioned above are reinforcement learning algorithms and require a cost function; while DEALIO is
an IfO algorithm that imitates from a demonstrator.
B. Imitation Learning from Observation (IfO)
IfO is a task faced by machine learners that seek to
imitate state-only behavior demonstrations [7]. This topic
has received a great deal of attention over the years, and
several different types of IfO algorithms have been developed
[21], [6], [22], [23]. The work presented here is most related
to adversarial imitation from observation algorithms. These
algorithms typically attempt to find imitation policies that
induce behaviors that result distribution matching with the
demonstrator with respect to either states [8], [24] or state
transitions [9], [11]. One algorithm in particular that our
work builds off of is Generative Adversarial Imitation from
Observation (GAIfO) [9], [11], which exhibits good final
performance on benchmark tasks, but also suffers from poor
sample complexity. Other IfO work includes that which
explores the choice of imitator state representation [25]
and work that has explored cases when the imitator and
demonstrator exhibit different action spaces [26], viewpoints
[27], or embodiment mismatch [28].
The algorithm we propose here, DEALIO, is similar to
the ones mentioned above in that our algorithm is also an
adversarial imitation from observation algorithm. However,
DEALIO seeks to resolve high sample complexity issues by
leveraging data-efficient reinforcement learning algorithms.
In this respect, our work is similar to very recent work on offpolicy IfO [29], though we pursue a fundamentally-different
approach by considering on-policy techniques. Additionally,
while multiple approaches have recently sought to address
the issue of high sample complexity in adversarial imitation
learning [30], [31], these approaches have been developed
in the setting of demonstrations that consist of states and
actions. In contrast, our work here focuses on situations in
which demonstrations consists of state information only.
III. BACKGROUND
The proposed method is developed in the specific context
of several techniques within the existing literature, which we
review here in detail.
A. Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement learning problems are posed in the context
of a Markov Decision Process (MDP), i.e., a tuple M =

{S, A, P, c}, where S and A are state and action spaces,
respectively, P is a transition probability distribution, and
c is the cost function. At a given time instant, a decisionmaking agent operating within M finds itself in state s ∈ S
and takes an action a ∈ A based on a policy π : S → A. As
a result, agent moves to a new state s0 ∈ S with probability
P (s0 |s, a), at which point the agent also receives feedback
c(s, a) based on the cost function c : S ×A → R. The goal of
reinforcement learning agents is to use their own experience
to learn a policy that results in a behavior that incurs minimal
expected cumulative cost.
1) The Linear-Quadratic Regulator (LQR): The LinearQuadratic Regulator (LQR) [32], [33] is a sample-efficient,
model-based reinforcement learning algorithm that makes
several strict assumptions regarding the features of the system such as the environment transition distribution and the
cost function. Specifically, LQR assumes that the environment dynamics are linear, i.e.,
 
s
st+1 = f (st , at ) = Ft t + ft ,
(1)
at
where Ft and ft are known matrices and vectors, respectively. LQR also assumes the cost function is quadratic, i.e.,
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where Ct and ct are also known matrices and vectors,
respectively. Under these assumptions, LQR seeks an optimal
controller (policy) of the form
at = Kt st + kt ,

(3)

where Kt and kt are functions of the model parameters Ft ,
Ct , ft , and ct that can be computed for each time step using
a procedure known as backward recursion.
LQR can also be used under the assumption of linear
Gaussian dynamics, i.e.,
st+1 ∼ P (s0 |s, a) = N (f (st , at ), Σt )
 
s
= N (Ft t + ft , Σt ) .
at

(4)

In this case, the solution is still a controller of the form
specified in Equation 3, where Kt and kt can again be
calculated using LQR backward recursion.
Note that, to compute the controllers as described above,
one must know the dynamics model parameters Ft and ft .
If the dynamics model is unknown, methods have been
proposed in which it can be learned through experience
[34]. However, for complex dynamics, one global model
is generally not sufficient for the entire state space, and so
local dynamics models are typically learned instead, i.e., new
linear Gaussian dynamics models are fit to the available data
for each time step.
2) Combining Path Integral Policy Improvement and
LQR (PILQR): In trying to derive the benefits of both modelfree and model-based RL techniques, the PILQR algorithm
[15] integrates model-based updates from LQR with fitted
linear models and Path Integral Policy Improvement (PI2 )

[20], which is a model-free RL algorithm based on stochastic
optimal control. PILQR removes the quadratic cost requirement of LQR, instead requiring only that the cost function be
twice differentiable. PILQR forms a quadratic approximation
of the cost, and makes policy updates by first using the
iterative Linear-Quadratic Regulator (iLQR) approach [32]
with the quadratic approximation, and then performing a
subsequent policy update using PI2 on the residual cost.
B. Imitation Learning
Imitation learning (IL) is a machine learning paradigm in
which autonomous agents seek to learn behaviors without
having access to explicit cost feedback as in RL, instead
operating in the context of a MDP without cost, M\c. In this
setting, the agent instead has access to some demonstrations
of desirable behavior. These demonstrations consist of the
states and actions of the demonstrator, De = {τie }, where
τie = {(se , ae )}i . Requiring access to the actions of the
demonstrator however, makes it impossible for the agents
to learn from the cases where videos of the demonstrator are
the only available resources.
C. Imitation Learning from Observation (IfO)
Imitation learning from observation (IfO) removes the
requirement in IL that the demonstrations have to contain
action information. That is, in IfO, demonstrations consist of
state information only, i.e., De = {τie }, where τie = {(se )}i .
Our work builds off of an IfO algorithm called Generative
Adversarial Imitation from Observation (GAIfO) [9], [11],
[25] which is inspired by Generative Adversarial Networks
(GANs) [35]. GAIfO attempts to learn a policy such that
the imitator’s state-transition distribution matches that of
the demonstrator. The algorithm works as follows. First,
a random neural network policy πφ is initialized as the
imitator’s policy, which is used by the imitator to generate
state trajectories {τii } where τii = {(si )}i . Next, a neural
network discriminator is trained to discriminate between
the state transitions provided by the demonstrator and the
state transitions generated by the imitator. Specifically, the
discriminator training is done using supervised learning with
the following loss function:

− E{τii } [log(Dθ (st , st+1 ))]
(5)

+ E{τie } [log(1 − Dθ (st , st+1 ))] ,
where D is the discriminator network parameterized by θ and
st and st+1 are two consecutive states. Finally, the modelfree RL algorithm Trust Region Policy Optimization (TRPO)
[13] is used to update the imitator’s policy using the cost
function
E{τii } [log(Dθ (st , st+1 ))] .

(6)

While GAIfO has shown very promising performance, it also
exhibits high sample complexity.

IV. DEALIO
We now introduce DEALIO, an algorithm for IfO that
has the explicit goal of making adversarial imitation learning
from observation techniques more sample efficient through
the use of model-based RL. DEALIO is based on the
GAIfO algorithm discussed in Section III-C, in which a
neural network discriminator attempts to distinguish between
state transitions generated by the current imitation policy
and state transitions generated by the demonstrator. The
discriminator’s output is used as the cost function that drives
imitation policy learning using the model-free RL algorithm
TRPO. To improve sample efficiency, DEALIO aims to
replace TRPO with the PILQR algorithm that computes
policy updates using a combination of model-based and
model-free RL.
Making this change to GAIfO is nontrivial due to the
functional form of the cost function required by PILQR.
First, PILQR requires a quadratic approximation of the cost
function in order to compute updates, whereas the cost
function used in GAIfO is specified by the discriminator,
which is a continually updating deep neural network. As
mentioned in Section III-A.2, it is not required for the cost
function to be in the form of Equation 2, instead it only needs
to be twice-differentiable. Therefore, we aim to develop a
cost function in the form of
 T
   T
1 st
s
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Ct t + t ct + cct .
(7)
c(st , at ) =
at
at
2 at
for which the quadratic approximation would be the first
two terms of the right hand side.2 Second, PILQR requires
a cost function over both states and actions (as suggested by
Equation 7), whereas, because GAIfO is an IfO technique,
the discriminator that specifies the cost function is a function
of state information only.
Overcoming these challenges and learning a cost function
presented in Equation 7 requires us to find a method by
which we can compute Ct , ct , and cct in the context of
the GAIfO algorithmic structure. To do so, we first propose
to modify the structure of the discriminator by considering
it to be a composition of two functions, gθ (st , st+1 ) and
h(., st , st+1 ). The first function, gθ (st , st+1 ), is a neural
network (with parameters θ) that takes state transitions as
inputs and outputs the following quantities:
•
•
•

overall function composition becomes
Dθ (st , st+1 ) = h(gθ (st , st+1 ), st , st+1 )

T


1 st
st
ss
=
C (st , st+1 )
st+1
2 st+1

T
st
+
css (st , st+1 ) .
st+1

which yield the discriminator we use in DEALIO. By
imposing this structure on the discriminator, we now have
a quadratic cost function, h(gθ (st , st+1 ), st , st+1 ), as required by PILQR. However, two issues still remain. First,
h(gθ (st , st+1 ), st , st+1 ) is still a function of state transitions
rather than state-action pairs. Second, C ss (st , st+1 ) and
css (st , st+1 ) are functions of states rather than time.
In order to find a quadratic cost function with state-action
pairs as input, we use the linear dynamics model assumed
by PILQR in Equation 1, which allows us to rewrite st+1
in h(gθ (st , st+1 ), st , st+1 ) as a function of st and at . To do
so, we first partition quantities from Equations 1 and 8 as
follows:
 
F
Ft = st ,
(9)
Fat
Cssst ,st Cssst ,st+1
C (st , st+1 ) =
Cssst+1 ,st Cssst+1 ,st+1
ss

The second function, h(., st , st+1 ), is a quadratic function
in which the outputs of gθ (st , st+1 ), i.e. C ss (st , st+1 ) and
css (st , st+1 ), can be used as its matrix and vector and the
2 Another option is to use a neural network discriminator (the same as
GAIfO) and take the second order Taylor expansion of the neural network
to calculate the quadratic approximate of the cost function. This approach
also meets the requirements of PILQR. We implemented this approach and
saw that DEALIO outperforms it by a large margin. We posit that the reason
is that the manifold learned using the neural network is very complex that
its second order Taylor expansion is not meaningful enough.
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and
css (st , st+1 ) =
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Next, substituting st+1 from Equation 1 into Equation 8 and
doing some linear algebra, we can write
 T
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s
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(12)
h(st , at ) =
at
2 at
 T
s
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at
where the new matrix and vector, C sa (st , st+1 ) and
csa (st , st+1 ), respectively, are given by
 sa

Cst ,at Cssa
t ,at
C sa (st , st+1 ) =
,
(13)
Casat ,st Casat ,at
and

ss

The elements of a matrix C (st , st+1 )
The elements of a vector css (st , st+1 )
A constant ccss (st , st+1 )

(8)

csa (st , st+1 ) =

 sa 
cst
,
csa
at

(14)

and the individual partition terms above are computed as
Cssa
= Cssst ,st + FsTt Cssst+1 ,st + Cssst ,st+1 Fst
t ,st
+

FsTt Cssst+1 ,st+1 Fst

(15)

,

Cssa
= Cssst ,st+1 Fat + FsTt Cssst+1 ,st+1 Fat ,
t ,at

(16)

Casat ,st = FaTt Cssst+1 ,st + FaTt Cssst+1 ,st+1 Fst ,

(17)

Algorithm 1 DEALIO
1: Initialize controller p(a|s)
2: Initialize a neural network discriminator Dθ with random
parameter θ
3: Collect demonstration trajectories D e = {τ e }
4: while Controller Improves do
5:
Execute the controller to collect state-action trajectories {τii }
6:
Fit a linear Gaussian dynamics model P (s0 |s, a)
7:
Update Dθ using loss

− E{τii } [log(Dθ (st , st+1 ))]

+ E{τie } [log(1 − Dθ (st , st+1 ))]

algorithm, DEALIO, detailed in Algorithm 1. First, we
initialize a time-varying, linear Gaussian imitation controller
p(a|s) and a neural network discriminator Dθ (Lines 1 and
2). The imitator uses p to generate multiple state-action
trajectories τ i = {(si , ai )} (Line 5), and these trajectories
are used to fit a linear Gaussian dynamics model P (s0 |s, a),
as shown in Equation 4 (Line 6). Next, state transitions from
both the imitator and the demonstrator are used to train the
discriminator Dθ (Equation 8) using the same loss function
as in GAIfO (Line 7). Then, h and P are used to calculate the
quadratic cost function parameters in Equation 7 (Line 8).
Finally, the cost function is used to perform a PILQR update
(Line 9).

and store C ss (st , st+1 ), css (st , st+1 ), and ccss (st , st+1 )
8:
Compute the cost c(st , at ) by calculating Ct , ct , and
cct
9:
Perform a PILQR update to update the controller
p(a|s)

V. E XPERIMENTS
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Finally, in order to find cost function parameters Ct , ct ,
and cct (as shown in Equation 7) to be functions of time only
(i.e., independent of states), we use the mean state transition
at time t as input to C sa (·, ·), csa (·, ·), and ccss (·, ·), i.e.,
Ct = C sa (s̄t , s̄t+1 ) ,

(21)

ct = csa (s̄t , s̄t+1 ) ,

(22)

cct = ccss (s̄t , s̄t+1 ) ,

(23)

and

where s̄t represents the mean taken over all the available
sample states at each time step.3 With the above quantities
defined, the final cost function (as presented in Equation 7)
used to perform PILQR updates in DEALIO is prepared.
DEALIO Having resolved the incompatibility between
GAIfO and PILQR above, we now describe the full proposed
3 One alternative is to calculate the average of C sa (s , s
t t+1 ) and
csa (st , st+1 ) over the available states, however, our experiments showed
that calculating C sa (s̄t , s̄t+1 ) and csa (s̄t , s̄t+1 ) results in better performance.

In order to evaluate DEALIO, we ran several experiments
using a benchmark robotics simulation environment. In particular, we sought to determine whether or not DEALIO,
which integrates a model-based RL technique with the
GAIfO algorithm for IfO, exhibited better data efficiency
than the original GAIfO algorithm, which instead uses a
model-free RL technique. We compared the data efficiency
of each approach by analyzing learning curves—more dataefficient approaches exhibit steeper learning curves (i.e.,
they rise to a higher level of task performance using fewer
samples). As we will detail below, our results do indeed
confirm that DEALIO is more data-efficient than GAIfO,
suggesting that integrating model-based RL approaches is
a promising path forward for designing IfO approaches
that are practical for real-world systems. Moreover, we also
found that, even given fewer training samples, DEALIO also
led to better overall task performance than GAIfO in our
experimental tasks.
A. Experimental Setup
We conducted our experiments using four robotics tasks
simulated using the MuJoCo physics engine [36]:
• Disc: This domain includes a gray point particle on a
disc and two target points—one red and one green—
as shown in Fig. 2(a). The agent can push the particle
in the x and y directions, and the task is for the agent
to first move the particle to the red target point, and
then move the particle to the green target point. The
state and action spaces are ten- and two-dimensional,
respectively.
• PegInsertion: This domain includes an arm with a
gripper, a peg, and a plate with a hole in it as shown
in Fig. 2(b). The task is for the agent to manipulate
the arm such that the peg is inserted into the hole.
The state and action spaces are twenty-six- and sevendimensional, respectively.
• GripperPusher: This domain includes an arm with a
gripper, a white particle, and a red target point as shown
in Fig. 2(c). The task is for the agent to manipulate the
arm such that it reaches the particle, grabs it, and moves
it to the target point. The state and action spaces are
thirty-six- and four-dimensional, respectively.

(a) Disc
Fig. 2.

(b) PegInsertion

(c) GripperPusher

(d) DoorOpening

Representative screenshots of the MuJoCo domains considered in this paper.

Fig. 3. Learning with DEALIO is compared against GAIfO. The plots represent the performance of the algorithms with respect to the number of
trajectories sampled during the learning process. The solid lines represent the mean of the performances over 10 different training processes and the shaded
areas represent the standard deviations. For comparison purposes, all the performances are scaled such that a random and the expert policy score 0.0 and
1.0, respectively.

DoorOpening: This domain includes a robot arm and a
door with a handle as shown in in Fig. 2(d). The task is
for the agent to manipulate the arm such that it reaches
the handle and opens the door. The state and action
spaces are thirty-six- and six-dimensional, respectively.
In order to generate demonstration data De , expert demonstrators are trained for each task until convergence using
PILQR with predefined task cost functions that have been
previously used in related work [37], [38]. The trained
policies are then used to generate 20 demonstration trajectories for each task. The performance of these expert
agents is represented as the green horizontal lines in Fig. 3,
where the performance metric (expected cumulative reward)
is normalized to the expert’s level.
•

B. Implementation Details
In our experiments, the neural network component of the
DEALIO discriminator was modeled with two hidden layers,
each with one hundred neurons. For fair comparison, the
GAIfO discriminator was similarly modeled. One important
hyperparameter that must be specified for both DEALIO and
GAIfO is the number of trajectory samples generated by
the imitator at each iteration (e.g., for DEALIO, Line 5
of Algorithm 1); we empirically determined the best value
of this hyperparameter separately for each algorithm and
environment. For DEALIO, we collect ten, three, twenty, and
twenty trajectories (each trajectory is one hundred time steps)
for each domain as ordered in Fig. 2. For GAIfO, these same
parameters were set as five, five, twenty, and twenty with the
same order again. Another important set of hyperparameters
required by both algorithms is the number of updates to make

to both the discriminator and the controller at each iteration.
Again, we empirically determined the best values for these
hyperparameters, and we found that ten discriminator updates
per iteration and one update for the controller per iteration
worked best regardless of algorithm or domain. Above, ten
discriminator updates means that we divide the overall data
collected at that iteration into ten batches and updated the
discriminator once for each batch.
C. Results and Discussion
For each environment and algorithm, we generated the
learning curves shown in Fig. 3 by computing the mean
and standard deviation of the developing imitation policies
over ten independent training runs. The results confirm our
hypothesis that integrating a model-based RL algorithm leads
to improved data efficiency: the DEALIO learning curves
all exhibit a significantly steeper rise than those obtained
with GAIfO. The results also show that, even over much
longer training horizons, DEALIO still achieves better final
performance than GAIfO. We posit that this is possible
because PILQR itself combines model-free and model-based
reinforcement learning algorithms such that it is both data
efficient and high performing. Taken together, our results
suggest that model-based RL can play an important role in
bringing adversarial IfO methods to real-world scenarios.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we studied the effect of integrating sampleefficient, model-based RL techniques with recent adversarial
IfO algorithms. To do so, we introduced one way to perform
this integration through our novel algorithm, DEALIO, and

demonstrated experimentally that (1) it exhibits significantly
reduced sample complexity compared to GAIfO, and (2) it
can do so seemingly without sacrificing performance.
While our work suggests that model-based RL can play
an important role in improving adversarial techniques for
IfO, there are several ways in which we might improve the
exemplar we proposed here. One in particular concerns our
use of PILQR, which is a trajectory-centric reinforcement
learning algorithm, i.e., it finds a local controller, p(a|s),
only for a very specific task with a very specific initial
state and goal. While this approach appears to have been
sufficient for our experimental domains, an interesting direction for future work is to take advantage of algorithms
such as Guided Policy Search (GPS) [34] to integrate general
neural network policy learning using a supervised learning
algorithm to mimic the combined behavior of all the learned
local controllers for different initial states and goals.
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